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Canal Grande Palazzo 

Woodblock print
350 x 180cm (4 panels)
From the facade of Palazzo Dolfin 
which sits next to Ca’da Mosto one 
of the oldest palazzi on the Canal 
Grande. Sestiere of Cannaregio

6 0 0 0 C H F

Ca’ d’Oro

Woodblock print
112 x 183cm (tiled panels)
You can peek into this loggia from 
a door on the calle that runs down 
the side of the palazzo. This tiled 
print mimics the marble wall tiles. 
Sestiere of Cannaregio

120 0 C H F 

Santi Giovanni e Paolo

Woodblock print
59 x 177cm (tiled panels)
Floor tiles of this immense Gothic 
church. Sestiere of Castello

9 0 0 C H F



Covered Portico

Woodblock print, 2013
130 x 220cm
Located on the island of Murano, 
this covered portico has sheltered 
its portion of the Fondamenta 
Manin since medieval times.

20 0 0 C H F

Fondamenta dei Tolentini

Woodblock print, 2014
160 x 170cm (2 panels)
These windows sit above the 
Fondamenta dei Tolentini just 
along from “I Tolentini” the 
church San Nicolo da Tolentino.  
Sestiere of Santa Croce

3 0 0 0 C H F

Capturing fragments of Venice at a scale they deserve, this series of 
hand-crafted large format woodblock prints celebrates the beauty 
of this miraculous city. Along a fondamenta, through a campo, up the 
Canale Grande, the viewer is led on a journey through La Serenissima 
and to a time when the wealth of a city and its people was expressed 
through beauty. 

Porta d’Acqua

Woodblock print, 2014
200 x 210cm (2 panels)
This porta d’acqua opens on to the 
Canal Grande providing access 
to waterway transportation for 
the Palazetto Dolfin. Sestiere of 
Cannaregio

5 0 0 0 C H F

Campo San Stefano

Woodblock print, 2014
120 x 130cm
These windows can be enjoyed 
over a Spritz Royal in the Campo 
San Stefano. Sestiere of San Marco

10 0 0 C H F

Lucinda Tanner is an Australian/Swiss printmaker. Her large format 
works are technically challenging and are the culmination of more 
than 20 years of hand printing experience – from screen printing with 
Aboriginal Australians in the remote Tiwi islands; to the hand printed 
production of fine fashion silks in Melbourne; to woodblock printing 
with an eye over the Venetian laguna.

www.lucindatanner.ch   |   mail@lucindatanner.ch


